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INTRODUCTION

amp.wordmeaning.org is an open and collaborative dictionary project that, apart from being able to consult meanings of
words, also offers its users the possibility of including new words or nuancing the meaning of existing words in it. As is
understandable, this project would be impossible to carry out without the esteemed collaboration of the people who
follow us around the world. This e-Book, therefore, was born with the intention of paying a small tribute to all our
collaborators.
Luis Cuecuecha has contributed to the dictionary with 21 meanings that we have approved and collected in this small
book. We hope that the reader is very valuable and if you find it useful or want to be part of the project, do not hesitate to
visit our website, we will be delighted to receive you. 

 Working Group 
 amp.wordmeaning.org
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ambage
Rodeos, excuses: "Bluntly told him to CRI to better go home "   (Francisco Gabilondo Soler, )

apéame
Conjugation in first person of the verb get imperative time: which means: get off, descending, i.e.: get me means: get off
me

calando despacito en mi conciencia
Calar means wear, drill, drill, fraying, penetrate, erode, roughing. Applied to consciousness would be: any event which is
recorded little by little and forever in the psyche, soul or consciousness, generating some memory or attitude.

canasta en nahuatl
The word basket is of nahuatl origin, but from the Greek: KANASTRON, from where it originates basket and basket. In
nahuatl, that tool made of hard fibres of vegetable origin, is called even in our days: CHIQUIHUITE

desplazable
Having the posibiliidad switch from site

forjo
Present tense indicative first person verb FORGE: I forged: shape-based hits, traditionally in plastic phase steel red hot,
using hammer and anvil

forjo
As a concept of tenacity and discipline, the verb forge is used colloquially in ruda, strong or difficult individuals training:
"In this gym is forging best 34 athletes;

inespecifico
Imprecise, vague, without accurate characterization.

jumentillo
ASS derogatory expression: donkey, donkey, donkey.

manutención
In many texts the maintenance is understood as actions of maintenance, upkeep and repair of machinery and industrial
equipment

mesnadas
In El Cantar del Mio Cid is made mention of the "Mesnada " referring to the soldiers, or troop

nigronancia
Necromancy: Divination arts



ondinas
The Undines according to esoteric tradition, are semienergeticos beings which inhabit the waters, similar to fairies in the
forests like the Sylphs.

ostentemos
Conjugation in present tense of the subjunctive in the plural of the verb hold: make gala, boast or show without humility.

que es triceratops
Dinosaur herbivore of 6 tons of weight and 6 m long, characterized by having three horns in the front of his head. Hence
his ( three nombre:TRI ) WAX ( 41 Horn; TOP ( 41 head;

que es verga
Originally this was called to the 40 rosewood;Mast ) largest merchant sailing ships or combat. Hence comes the word
wingspan: length, size, dimencion.

que significa imss
In Mexico, stands ( With 41 caps; federal health institution: Instituto Mexicano del Seguro Social: IMSS

que significa tonancy
Tonancy probably refers to TONANTZIN: Aztec deity that represents our divine mother, mother earth, or, the nature
where everything comes in a generous way. In other cultures it is synonymous with isis or the Virgin Mary. Hence the
Guadalupe mystery.

riquisimo
Abundant: "Salmon is rich in Omega 3 " o: "This site is rich in bauxite "

si foneamos?
It is a modern diction Vice interpreted as an invitation to talk via telephone

vastisimos
Dissolved ( pointed ): that they are abundant, for example people that they don't skimp or squander.In mechanics: cuts
of tools that give off large amounts of material with low accuracy.


